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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
/ This thesis is primarily a word study of Vol.ff tt. 4'1-. 
as it is used in the New Testament. This study seeks to 
I discover some of the meaning and significance of Trd.ff" "''"-
for the N·ew Testament and for the church today. 
The procedure followed is characteristic of many New 
Testament word studies. Chapter II arranges the findings 
of lexicon, concordance, and dictionary. The contrfbutions 
of the Old Testament, Septuagint, and Hellenism form the 
I : 
background for 7T't11ff° 11 IS',-. i~ the New Testament. 
· Chapter III groups twenty-four passages containing 
I • 
the word ToA.fl' 11 6 I~ in the man-to-man relationship. These 
twenty-four passages ·are . divided into three groups by 
translation. The first group of seven passages translates 
. I 
the word -,,-,,,./'/'" "'"- as "publicly" or "openly.~ The second 
group of seven passages translates ~he word "clearly" or 
"plainly." The third group of ten passages translates the 
I 
word -,r-.//"' 6' 1,1. as "fearless Apostolic bearing." The basis 
I 
for 7Tlif/n "'' "- is noted when evident in the context. 
Chapter IV groups seven passages containing 
in the man-to-God relationship. These seven passages are 
I 
divided into three groups, namely:. 7T-'-ff" ,,.. in the approach 
to God, in prayer, ·and at the parousia. The basis for 
I 
'1T'oiff II tS I"- is given for ·each passage. 
. -. 
' . 
.. . . · . 
. .. . . . 
. . . . ~: . 
. . 
• • f • 
2 
Chapter V gives the conclusions and significance of 
I ir~ft~ 6 '"- in the New Testament an~ for the church today. 
An Appendix summarizes 'the concept as found in Luther's 
theology given in the bo~k ·by Paul Althaus, · The Theology of 
Martin Luther. 
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CHAPTER II 
WORD STUDY OF 7r J(P 'P H £. I A 
The author is indebted to the work of previous scholars 
, 
who have worked with t .he concept of T"f/Jn 6.'~ . The 
author will arrange their material as background to his 
specific work on the concept. as it .appears in the New 
Testament. 
, 
Schlier points out that '7T"'('fn41- is first met in the 
Greek political sphere where only the citizen had the right 
to speak the plain truth and the courage to declare his 
convictions. The _slave and stranger did not have this 
right. Athenian citizenship cherished the outspoken 
expression of opinion which ·was frankly presented in free 
l 
and unhindered speech. 
The word i's connected with friendship. A friend does 
not fear to speak t ·o and criticize his friend. A friend 
· need not flatter his friend. Friends amo·ng friends have 
"Freimut."2 ',:. 
'~. \ 
.: . . 
. / 
· lH. Schlier, n 71"*',4" 11"1.,. , " Theologishes W6rterbuch 
zum Neuen Testament, ~dited by G. Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag 
von w. Kohlhammer, n. d.), V, 870. Hereafter referred to 
as Kittel. · · : 
,· .. · .' ... 
', .•,. 
2Ibid., V, 871. . " . ,,·, .. ~
I 
... 
'.. . . 
' 
... '. '"1 . 
4 
I 
appears six times and 1f•ff fltS11JJ-
twelve times in the Septuagint.3 Schlier points out that 
. I 
the 7l'wfJ/JII 11-. of God is the' bright manifestation of God . 
who now speaks out of His silence (Ps. 93:1). The Divine 
Wisdom can speak openly an~ freely (Prov. 1:30). The one 
time that the word appears 'in the Pentateuch it is the 
characteristic of the free man in relation to the slave 
(Lev. 26: 13 ) • 4 
I 
Schlier furth~r explains that 7f'o..f rr\ 6 Ill belongs to 
the just man who is just_ according to Jewish law. This 
just man is also wise. The· just man can pray to God and be 
heard. God is the gracious Judge who completes man's 
freedom (Job. 27:9; 22:23-27).5 
Dr. Unnik comments on the infrequent appearance of 
I 
iT'd.ffn 4'ltl- in the Septuagint saying that unlike the class 
cl . J I 
of words like °'r' OS and , et Br. "-" which went into the 
New Testament vocabulary stamped · by a specific Hebrew im-
, 
print, 1T'diff n 6, "'- is a marginal feature when viewed in the 
. 6 
whole context of the Old Testament. 
3E. Hatch and H. Redpath, A Concordance to the 
Septuagint (Oxford: Clarendon Press, n. d.), II, 1073. 
4Kittel, V, 872-873. 
5~., v, 873-874. 
6w. c. Van Unnik, "The Christian's Freedom of Speech 
in the New Testament," Bulletin John Reynolds Library, XLIV 
(1961-62), 469-470. Dr. Onnik gives the following 
'· 
.. . . : - 1 . 
,~. • • f , 
... 
. , .· 
5 
The Hellenistic and Old Testament cqncepts appear in 
~ewish Hellenistic _L{terature. Moses and Abraham possess 
I Tr~ff .fa4'1-. which 'finds expre.ssion in mystical utterance. 
The friendship motif.appears in that Moses is addressed 
I 
as the friend of God and the origin of his 1fd..ff i\ 6 Id. is 
this friendship. The eschatological motif also appears in 
that the just man can stand ,before the Judge on the last 
day and since he is rewarded for his good deeds, he can 
have joy, whereas the ungodly will hav.e shame. 7 ' 
I 1ffAff '11' /,J... is used in Rabbinical vocabulary to signify 
the unveiled speech as opposed to metaphorical or parabolic 
utterance. 8 
In the Roman and Byzantine period, E. A. Sophocles 
says that . the word means "full liberty, courage, and privi-
lege." He supports his definition with the following: 
I 
bibliography on -,,-.,_tf t".&1,1. in footnotes 1-3 on p. 4 70: 
Kittel, V, 869-884; P. Jouon, "Divers sens de 7r""f('i-.4',;_ 
dans le Nouveau Testament," Recherches de Science Religieuse, 
XXX (1940), 239-241; H. Windisch, "Exkurs ad 2 Cor. iii 12," 
Der zweite Korintherbrief (Gottingeni 1924) and O. Michel, 
"ad Heb. i~i 6," Der Hebraerbrief (Gdttingen, 1949); H. Jaeger. 
"T-',1-)!"'>I ,,-. et fiducia," K-. Aland--F. L. Cross (etc.), 
Studia Patristica (Berlin, 1957), I, -225 ff. (sicl; D. Smolders, 
"L\audace de l'ap'otre selon St. Paul, le theme de la 
parresia," Collectanea Mechliniensia (Louva~n, 1958), 
pp. 16-30, 117-133. , , ' 
7Kittel, V, 876. 
8Alexander Bruce,' "The ~ynoptic Gospels," The Expositor's 
Greek Testamentt edited by W. Robertson Nicoll (Grand Rapids: -
Ee~dmans, n. d. J, I, .398._ : 
.· .. , .· · . 
. . 
t .; .• 
. . . ... . ·: .. , 
• I I, 
.. : 
6 
0 ) ,' / > , , , " vii. LI Xot/ ..,,"-ff" Gld.I/ ~,~.,u·-4.t LIS -,,f"G"'Tr•~ :r-. K,: p " 
C. ' , l d' ' 
and, again, " o c 
I 
Tr'"if r.. ~,~ti t I tt II y" T& s '"" 1111117,11;-f Tot4-. 
B, 0 V . ~A ·''/:, A.. /(."'-). I: I I/ • "9 
I A Concordance. reveals that 11'"-f /H• ,,. appears thirty-one 
times in the New Testament: nine times in John, five times 
in Acts, four times in Hebrews and Firs_t John, twice in 
Ephesians and Second Corinthi"ans, and once in Mark, Philippians, 
Colossians, First Timothy, and Phi lemon. 7T"-fl'" ti' L 4 o..u 11, 
appears nine times: Seven times in Acts, once in Ephesians 
and First Thessalonians. 10 Thus the word appears more frequently 
in the New Testament than in the Old Testament, and the word 
does not belong to the vocab~lary of only one author in the 
,, 
New Testament. 
11 ,. l 
The next two chapters discuss this word as it is used 
in the New Testament • 
9E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and 
B zantine Periods (From B.C. 14 - •• 1100 New ork: 
rederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1957, II, S62. 
(4th lOJ. Moulton and A. Geden, A Co~cordance to the Greek ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. ~lark, 1963), pp. 764-765. 
11
unnik, XLIV·, 472-473. .,, 
. ,. · ', 
.. ' . 
. . . ·,; ,. 
... 
. ' 
· . . .. 
;. : 
' 
CHAPTER III 
Tr A p' p Hi. I A TOWARD MEN 
In the Sense of "Publicly" or "Openly" 
There are seven pas1!3ages where th~ word 7Ttl..ff 1"\ ,,~ 
·means "publicly" or "openly." The :f'ir'st passage is: 
)(\\ I .) - \ 
o.udc1s. '(*"f Ti cv K..fu 7rT'f' "ffo{&f 1<o1.< 
t l'I t£.< ott T ! s tll 71'1'4 /'" ",; £7tlo1.1. , c: 
-,....- ..., A(/ I -,.d/ 
<-'IIT#I.. 7TtJl£1SJ pt1'.11£f'Wd'oY tl"t:.otuTcll Tf" l{."d.l('f 
I (John 7 :4). 1Tv..t/'" ~ 1 "'- has the meaning of "publicly" or 
"openly." It is placed opposite to ~ v 'f 1171'T'f and is 
/ ~ / . further explained by ,v-.v ~f"" tr,,., ot. ,1.11 Toll • The un-
believing brothers suggest ·that Jesus moye from the obscure 
( ;, -surroundings t.v K/'117rT,y ) _or the · small town and show 
Himself and His works ( fl,,.. II c; w ,;,-., · ) op~nly in full view 
of the public in Jerusalem. 
. . :1 //) ) :::, \ 
The next passage is: rx1T£.I</' "" ~IJT~· ·>r,, d"OIIS ' t:.rw 
/ I ) I\ ,J -. / :, \ I ; J, 1 f (j 
~ 111,,, 11£ ,,.,/t., K..d.. Ttf 1.(.06',M.'f • £r"" 1Tb(VTPT£ t ''"'"ll. 
' . ...... I :;) -, <. ~ c.l I ~ , I -
£>/ o"vlldiywr~ ;l.rJ..i. t.t T'f l~,Y J o7roP 'iltl.lJT£t;. 01. 'Io11dt1.111( 
I ,,J . I ' -, ) I' L :, "/ • 6llVE-f~ovTo /ltAt. CV KfV1T'T'f £!,d./fnFll. ()II(/£~ {John 18:20). 
/ 1i'ti.('I' n ,1,1,. .means "publicly': . o.r ."openly." In answer to the High 
Priest's question 9:_bout His ministry, ·Jesus claimed a public 
ministry, fully · in the open . in contrast . to any suggestion ot 
a secret conspiracy.l His teaching was common property since 
le. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel 
(Cambridge: Univ~rslty Press, :l .963), pp. 92-93 • 
.( .. 
•,. \ 
. ~ 
8 
it took place in the very public places, the synagogue and 
temple. Jesus is not out to found a secret sect. His speech 
was "to the world" and hfs followers were from among those 
who heard him speak publicly.2 
:,fl I / :, I / 
'.,I'he next passage is: oiJlt.15 ,,u11T•, 71"~/'"'~h'f £A,<.A£t 
7Tc;': -.iriiJ j,~ T•111 {l~o~ · n;-,., 7°"/../,,,,,, (John 7:13). 
1tf;>'"r1J. means "publicly" or "openly." 7T,YPh~,; ;J:J£, , 
I 
"to speak openly" is contrasted· with yoyy114xos "subdued de-
bate." The presence of Jesus causes talk, but neither friend 
nor enemy will openly or· publicly express an opinio~ concerning 
Him for fear that their opinion will bring them into collision 
with the Jewish authoritiea. 3 
I ,1j · / I I 
The fourth passage ia: "-'-' ' t. 1 7i'd..ff n '''t ArJ../1£ ~ 
,J \ ".:> /11 . ? -. 1 / . / 
I(.. tJ..l. ~ lJ ti£ V ~ IJ ''r /1( r () lJ 4 111 (John 7 : 2 6) • "'il''Y'I Yt ~ 1,I. 
means "publ~cly" or "openly." The context indicates that the 
silence of Jewish authorities had created a tension where 
I 
neither friend nor enemy will publicly take a stand for or 
against Jesus. The established churp,h had not passed its 
verdict. Suddenly Jesus appears on the scene speaking 
publicly and openly in the· temple. This action leads the 
·2o. Kittel, editor, Theologisohes Worterbuch zum Neuen 
Testament (Stuttgart: Verl~g von w. Kohlhammer, 1935). V, 877. 
3John 7:12 •. \ • . 
. . 
,, 
. . 
. . . 
• .• • ,~ . t • 
. ·, 
: -: ; :·. ' 
. '• ·:' 
•, 
, .. 
. . 
Jerusalemites to conclude that the authorities passed their 
verdict on Jesus and permit Him to speak doing nothing to 
prevent Him. 
The fifth passage in which -rr .. ff r\ "'~ is to be translated 
ff bl • 1 tt • C ";' ,r - > I 1 
. pu l.C Y l.S: O ou 'I 11 ti" OU 5 OU K. t.rt. Tr"-fl' YI" I~ 
TT I > - )I J I ) \)\ > - .> - _, d.f If. Jrtl't"CC ti/ TotS O&I ,t.lolC. 1 ol/1 GI. ~:rrr,).{}£.V £/(t(~ttl ~IS 
\ y' J I - ~ I ., > I 
'"'"l',.,f'-" 1.rr11s T11s ·"fflM.OCIJ £./j Efil',A~·..,,. (John ll: ,54). 
Jesus leaves the public eye and retires to a place near the 
wilderness because the Jewish authorities are taking counsel 
to put Him to death. 
I The sixth passage in which 7rol.f p n 61• is to · be 
translated "publicly"· or "openly" is the closing verse of 
Acts: I< n f J rl 11,J II T ~ ~ /d"- ~, ~ "',,." 7 o;:; B, ou H.d.L J, Jd~/li,11" 
T ! TI" (. r \l 7 0 u . H. u r .'o I) ) T ~ , 0;; X f I (f T Gu 
\ I I :, f-,. 
,...wLT"- TroL d" I\S 7Td.f/J ." cr,.a.~ ~Kw J..1,1 • WS 
(Acts 2ff:31). Acts ends up with the triumphant note that 
the Gospel is preached in Rome with absolutely no hindrance. 
>A l{w >.iTw s . indicates that there is no external nor 
inner persbnal inhibition. ·There is no fear of enemies or 
authorities which might silence Paul. Paul preaches 
I I I 
~f. r- 1T,1..r11s Tfd.ff"'''"°", with all the openness of a freeman. 
Paul's inner spirit is free to express ·itself openly and 
publicly. The messenger of God, empowered by God, conquers 
Rome.4 
' 4with the word 7T"'lf!'"'4'oL Luke is not only telling 
us . that Paul's inner attitude was free of inhibitions. Luke 
'•. r. ,' 
.. '. \,.:··: 
',,. ( \ l::,~;: 
I . 
. ·i· 10 
The seventh and final passage or this section is: 
.) f' I \ · ::, \ \ \ -' I 
<J. Tf £){, tJ "'°".ML" o s T .( .s «f x"' s /(d,. ( ,c1.s £ e tJV ,, "'S 
::, r 1 :, , I) I.) , 
E.Ol.l'(A1.tJ..T1 trt.V .£V · 7f-";';;n d"l"'c'- 1 'f'tJI.MI.J~Vtrol.! ) \ ) ) . - 5 
,:J.u T ou 5 £ ti oC uT 't' (Col .2 :15). The translator 
or 1'M//"''~ is here directed by /t1yM.o..T1'/1AJ.6 The 
I 
exposure to be an exposure must be in open view. rro.rr 'A. (1 loJ. 
therefore means "publicly" or "openly." 
In the Sense of "Clear" or "Plain" 
Just as publicly is the opposite of seclusion, so 
clarity is the opposite or obscurity. The relationship 
between t ·he two ideas is obvious, making it easy to see how 
the same word that meant publicly means clearness. 
is saying that the Gospel .is being preached publicly and 
openly in such a manner as any proclamation would be made 
anywhere by one who has the full right to make the procla-
mation. It appears that in Luke's mind is the picture or 
the Athenian speaking his mind as was his right and duty 
and 1'~/f'h~i~ is to be understood in the classic Hellenistic 
sense. 
5This is a most difficult passage. Every word is 
debated. Is the subject God or Christ? Are the~xis and 
~ ~ou IS i',s earthly or spiritual? Is the -',:. v' .d,T w, Christ 
or the cross? The author feels that these questions need 
not be answered by this paper for the answer does not effect 
the topic. For a full discussion of these problems see 
c. F. D. Moule, "The Epfstles of Paul the Apostle to the 
Colossians and to Philemon," Cambridse Greek Testament 
Commentary, edited by c. F. D. Moule Tcambridge: University 
Press, 1968), pp. 99-102. · 
. f I 
6In Matt. 1:19 d£1 '(.Mt1.T1'(w is used tor an adultress 
who is disgraced by exposure. 
r ·, 
.. ·,. . . . 
· .. · .. ·_ , , \ 
... 
'. 
~l 
, 
There are seven passag~s where 1frAff 11 r,,1.. means '~clear" 
or "plain." The first passage has the only appearance ot 
~ff'"''~ in the Synoptios.7 It is: /1..tA't. 1r'ri-ff>14't~ T~,, 
.A:(,,~ ~~i~ll (Mark 8:32). 11'-'-f/11tr,}. here means "clear." 
In olear, plain language Jesus connected suffering and 
Messiahship whic~ to the .disciples was incredible and in-
comprehensible. Peter underst·ands the plain words of Jesus. 
:, \ , (! / 
The second passage is: ti 41.J ~, o Xt1,To,:; > 
> 1 C - I · 
E.1 TToV ~.Ao\,., 1rt1ft II •'1 ( John 10: 24) • In this passage the 
questioners demand a crystal . clear, unable to be misunder-
stood affirmation that Jesus is the Messiah. 
The 
>r,, <ous 
I 
third passage is: · ToTL 
1!'rJ.f! l1 ,,~ ·A.//~ f o S" 
~ >' 
oJ II £ITT£-.' 
..> I 
()l 7T"' I:. ~- V L v' (John 11:14). 
Jesus here corrects the misunderstanding caused by the 
euphemism,·· "Lazarus sl~eps" by saying, "Lazarus is dead. n8 
The fourth and fifth passages contrast oommunication 
~ I 
f.. i/ 1T'<Af (' n 6' 1 ff and 
clearly brings out the 
, / 
£ ~ 7/o</'ol .,t,l I A IS • 
, 
meaning of 7nljf1t "'"- ,. 
The contrast 
The passages 
7nr. Unnik asks questions ooncerning the singular 
appearance of~,,:,, in the Synoptics. 'Nhy doesn't Luke 
have it in his Gospel? He uses it in Acts. Why doesn't 
7TPY"('n£,:,_ appear in connection w1 th confession? Is the 
word only used in connection with the revelation of the 
gospel-message? er. w. c. van Unnik, "The Christian's Free-
dom of Speech in the New Testament," Bulletin John Reynolds 
Library, XLIV (1961-62), 480 • . 
8John 11:11,14. 
, · . 
• :· .. i· 
. .. ~. 
~ ... _~ .'• ... 
12 
a:re: C -UM.II/. 
Jesus had used. He promises, however, that the day would 
, ~ 
come when He would speak &II . Tr"'f f" d'1 ~ , in clear, 
understandable speech. In spite of the warning in verse 25 
that the hour for plain speech was coming, the disciples in 
verse 29 assume that they fully understood the meaning of 
10 I 
the Lord's words. Here very clearly 7T "'I' f" ":' "- means 
understandable, clear communication in contrast to veiled 
I 
speech, ,rtA. ·(Jot"""- t d. 
• 
11 
The sixth passage is: '~ ~) f L ~ ~ J1. ~ / o/, 
~ \ I ' c. ... ' 
£t7r(PI ML T"- Trtltf YI ~ld.S ' TrfOS. u . .cus Tr£f( Tou 
4-. V' ,' J ( Acts 2: 29). He;re · 7T'«(l(' t'1 d '~ means speaking 
"with clearness." Peter interprets clearly David's Plsalm 16 
as applying to Jesus . and not. to David. ,, 
9C. K. Barrett The Gospel According to St. John 
(London: SPCK, 1955},· p. 307. 
10 . 
. Ibid., p. 414. 
. , 
llBruce states that 1T"',41"'~ 61 ~ . is used in rabbinical 
vocabulary to signify the unveiled speech as opposed to the 
metaphorical speech. A. B. Bruce, "The Synoptic Gospels," 
Expositor's Greek .Testament, .edited-by W. Robertson Nicoll 
. . .. . , 
... 
. . :. :· .. 
13 
The seventh and final ;passage in this section is: 
> I I . I I c A.... I I I c.' I 
e7rld"ToCT,1.C r""t 7'£;°~ ""ro"T~&I IJ r-'tA£11S , 7r'-J o~ ff..J.i 
TTJ.ff~61,1.fo~&ll"S kJ-;J (Acts 26: 26). Here 1r•tf .-.~,/. (o,,..d.., 
means "clearly." Paul had been speaking about things which 
others knew; things which had happened in the open. There 
was nothing veiled in his speech. Thus, when Festus termed 
Paul's defense that of an :inane intellectual, Paul retorts 
that what he said was clear to those aware of what had been 
happening, in the area, and that his presentation was clear 
and plain talk ('TT"''/'f" ·,,.f.~~vos A-.A iii ). 
In The, Sense of "Fearless Apostolic Bearing" 
The above two concepts are connected with activity where 
the result is· something said or done in the public view 
clearly and devoid of any intentional ambiguity. The one 
who consistently acts in such a manner is unafraid. If this 
person is an Apostle, then there emer~es a third view of 
I 
ir1.. ff n.61 ti- which is "fearless apostolic bearing•" 
I 
1ft1.ff ~d'. It&.. is so consistently connected with those who 
preach the Gospel, especially in difficult situations, that 
it appears to be a te.chnical term meaning "fearless apostolic 
bearing," which comes from .'GC?d and is employed in the 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, n. 'd.), I, 398. H 
tor's Greek Testament . ref.e:r:r..ed to as EGT. ereafter Exposi-
.. ... · -
. : . 
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proclamation and defense ~f the Gospel. There are seventeen 
passages where the word is used in this sense. 
The first passage is: {)~ W f>o'u v T£.s. Ji. T~ ~ To'7 
'Xwr1o,•v (Acts 4:13) .• 71-Y,/"d''~ I I C 7rLTfoU 'TrtAff~htA.tl 1<-.t. 
here means a "fearless apostolic bearing," a stage presence. 
Peter and John possess this poise in a difficult situation 
before the Sanhedrin. They appear fearless in this tense 
situation. This type of poise must normally have been part 
of the behavior of those who were educated, because the members 
of the Sanhedrin are amazed at this fearless bearing being 
possessed by laymen or non-specialists which is the meaning 
., I .) d I 12 
_conveyed by r,. YftA AA.µ d. To, and I • w ,ci. <. • The only 
I 
explanation the Sanhedrin can offer for this -,ro1..if" 4' If/... 
is that these men had 
"taught as one having 
Rabbinic training.14 
been with Jesus Who, they remembered, 
authoritynl3 ~ven though He had no 
~· 
12walt~r Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament and other Early Christian Literature. A translation 
and adaptation of Walter Bauer's, Griechisch-Deutsches 
W8rterbuch zu den Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der 
iibrigen urchristlichen Literatur by William Arndt and 
F. Wilbur Gingrich (4th edition; Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1952), p. 371. 
13Mark 1:22. 
l4John 7:15. 
. . . ·· .. : 
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The second and ~hird passages deal with the source of 
/ I I I :,I (h this. rr"'f'I ",, .. They are: ~- (. ill. -• .,UII' J _K II ;°II:. I £1' I € 
> I I > \ I /~. dou1 Ao1& !.TT' l Tc1.S .,. '1T £, A ... s :> --1.11r111111, "-'' -ro7s 
\ I / 
Gou A-£.'°" """fl "' 4' I tA.; . 7Tel. '11 S ;I-.. A £16" Tov A o1y~tl' 
I ~ / (!/ 
6'ov • • • • #<ti.( l7T~n ,.fj~ I'd.I/ . fl.7rt1.t1r£.s Tou ~Y'~" 
/ f > I \ I 7f'I £.II .AL A ro.J' R.ol. L £ _l d.. ,\ OU V' ,o to' ), o (D_, "'?'"OU 
&co v ..4.C £. rl 7T -'/I l'I d' I~ s (Acts 4: 29, 31}. The source 
of the fearless apostolic bearing is God. It is God's gift. 
The man is "filled with the Holy Spirit" and as a result 
possesses a "fearless apostolic bearing." 
This author agrees with Schlier who makes a distinction 
I 
between the .,,-.A.I°/> 11 ti I ,A.. . of the cultured per.son, the source 
of which is education, and the 1To1.,t°,,-4"" ,:,_ born from the 
authorization which God gives His slave.15 
Dr. Martin Franzmann makes an excellent summary of the 
meaning, application, and results of being Spirit-filled and 
/ 
possessing 7ToL.(-J~ ~~,,,,_ • He says: 
The word which we are forced to translate with "boldness" 
is the outstanding characteristic of the Spirit-filled 
church in action. It signifies that free, glad, 
courageous confidence, that robust health of faith 
which comes from the assurance of free access to God 
the Father given in Christ by the Spirit. It is the 
energetic religious heal~h which makes Peter and John 
say, "We cannot but speak of what we have seen and 
heard." (Acts 4:20}; it is that high confidence of 
faith which makes Saul., .. when he has received t _he Holy 
15Kittel, V, 877 •. ~ . • t , 
~ .. , 
... 
.' ~· . 
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Spirit, proclaim Jesus as Son of God in the synagogue 
"immediately" (Acts 9:20}, "preaching boldly" both in 
Damascus and -in Jerusalem (Acts 9:27-29). 
This boldness is boldness under the Lordship ·of Jesus. 
It is the church which walks "in the fear of the Lord," 
which enjoys the "comfort of the Holy Spirit" (Acts 9:31}. 
It is a boldness under the reign of God, who1~ives His Spirit "to those who obey Him" (Acts 5:32}. O 
Th f h I / / . :, - -e ourt passage is: Jl.rJ.. ( , t1 r 11 4fA To -.uTo" . .. 7rws 
:> I , -:, I 
£7rd.f/H'I d'ltl.d'ATO £., To/ OIIOMOI.T( 
., _.. ) , I 
AttT 1 ~urwv l.167r1Jf>£1J1J.MC.ros Nd.L 
/,s . ~T,14ou~o1.);(M, 'Tf"11-fprt(f1,1f,~,~os 
· ,oci 
, 
KV/' 011 (Acts 9:27,28). 
is consistently connected in Acts 
with the public proclamation of the Gospel. In this passage 
the preaching of the recently converte_d Paul has. a "fearless 
apostolic bearing" which .Barnabas uses as evidence that Paul 
is honestly ' an evangelist in league with the Apostles. 
The public preaching with creates a 
reaction. On the one hand, such preaching. persuaded the 
Apostles to accept and shelter Paul • .' On the other hand, 
such preaching aroused in others the . desire to kill Paui.17 
1
~artin Fr.anzmann, The Word of the Lord Grows (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1961), p • .lJ • . 
l 7 Acts 9: .27-29. · · 
' 
17 
(Acts 14:J). TT""l'/J"""'~ is a "fearless apostolic bearing" 
which is not fleeting and transient. The evangelists, 
• / ~ · , I a' . I /1 
possessing ,r't,,d"'''"' 1 lll~v,11 -"""" 0 e1., ft•""". .,tT,41 ~-.11. 
There is nothing momentary about this possession. It is 
rather a necessary ingredient for the continued proclamation 
of the· Gospel. The Gospel must be presented fearlessly. 
· · 18 The Gospel has its own forthrightness. 
7 ,1 ~ The sixth passage is Ou -r-os. T£ "f 5 -. r tJ 
ir;o/' n '11 f ( l, ~-, £1 T~ . i"u Voto y~ y '} (Act~ 18: 26) • 
Here 1r"'-ff.ra 11:.f,~1.1.is the "fearless bearing119 possessed by 
Apollos, who is not an Apostle but is preaching like an 
Apostle. 20 The Gospel proclamation-consistently is made 
/ 
with 7T(Jl.f'I", ltJI.. in Acts. . . 
' -:, I J' ~ The seventh passage is: -~, ~ J Ou111 ( i IS 
, I 
\ > I~ > I - -6"u ll•yw Y" 11 · 6.7Tt1'f'f 11 ~,ti.If~ To , ( ,,., ;'4111/,1.S Tr£1t; 
I 
..,. " ., 
I / I - I / Ko1< 7T ll 8wf/ 1Tf.f< 71t S (dt1. tit II t1t1., To"J I& ou 
d ltl• JC (/A£V"S 
(Acts 19:8) • 
. /
, , 
1!This auphor agrees with Knowling 1 s statement that th~ 
~..,,., r4r K vi'' 'ti contains the content of the message and tne 
cause for ?r~~~~,,._ . They speak about the Lord and relying 
on His grace they took courage. R. Knowling, "The Acts of 
the Apostles," EGT, II, JOJ • 
. -
19 . ~ The author admits that the force of~ f-,. ro could mean 
that there was teaching (Cf. Acts 18:25) prior to this in a 
less public place. If this · is the case, then it would be 
better to render this "publicly" ~nd place it in that section. 
20The author adopted 11feariess ap·ostolic bearing11 be-
cause the term ~ost frequently is applied to those who were 
Apostles. There are fo.ur exceptions, namely: Acts 18: 26; 
1 Tim. J:lJr Heb. J:6; 10:35 • 
. . . . , 
I 
, 18 
.,,-..._fl' 11 t1,,/f o-"'"-( is here the "fearless apostolic bearing" 
which appears in the face of a difficult situation where the 
opponents are ready and w~lling for combat. The ·opponents 
. , /'J , 
are described with two verbs: o<.,,. £' v1."' , "unbelief mani-
fested in disobedience, n21 and IS* 1<>, "'f ./110,4A'-, , "be 
obstinate."22 The "fearless apostolic bearing" is ready and 
makes one ready to follow the Lord into the shadow of death. 
Th . hth . ., \ \ ' I\ I ' C. A I 
· e e1.g passage 1.s: "'""oi.. Trfo'1frJ.t1ovTcs. H•L 111.J11,lk1u, 
11 I\ \ >I ~ ~ d \ I ) I :> - r, 
~c,. c,"1 S OL (/d. rt. 1, I/ l"'' /t 1TTT_, S 4 ""ff 11 41d d"d. ,4A t. /)o1. ~ti ?"f DfL Cf . 
' \' ' - ' :, ,, . -t\.A,lUI/ "~,\ncr1., Tff0$ U),hl.' 't"o £11,1.yy-£1\IOV ,01.1 
f) - , l \ - ., - ( ) L o IJ L. 'I TT o " " "t' .c. )"' UJ v '- 1 The s s • 2 : 2 • 
7ToJ...f/' h F1 if 1J,1,1oA.(. is :to be fearless without being fool-
hardy. This "fearless apostolic bear~ng" will face persecu-
tion, but it · need not sacrifice the person to prove itself. 
Paul's shameful treatment prior to preaching in Thessalonica 
indicates that he follows the Lord's advice, "'When they 
persecute you in one town flee to the next" (Matt. 10:23). 
· The 7TII./~ 11 ,, / / o.M -..c is qualified by ~~ T fi . 0£ ip • 
The author agrees wi~h Morris, who explains that this phrase 
indicates that this is no natural courage but a supernatural 
21Knowling, ~, II, 404. 
22rhe literal meaning is "men who have made themselves 
difficult." Cf. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles 
(Grand Rapids: Eer.dmans, 1965,), p. 355. 
•, . . 
• • I • 
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endowment. The.possessor not only is without fear, 
a~so possesses a complete confidence in God.23 
but he 
Cl J 1 The ni~th passage is: , ~- ,w o, o I~ ; o f' 01 
:> I~ - I I , I ~ 'f o, S l. 1. To tJ 4" To M • T o s ...w o t1 ,: i 7r tA./' /' " " 1 'f . 
I , . , ~ I r V Wf' ,,,,., To AIU d" Tn~, .. ~ "l'"ocl £.l,l""Yr£A1011 
C I D '.<' ,(I I . ' ) C \ I c.1 , 
u rr, t " 7f I' 4 d' r 6 11 w , L ., oe " u , & , , h'"- £ ., 
« t T if 7ffl..ff l'I ,,,/ d'W A,t :,S dt, At J,,J; "~ I (Eph. 6: 19, 20) • 
·Here · 7T"'f'!'jf ~.,// 0Ar1. I is the "fearless apostolic bearing" 
specifically in reference to · occasion, purpose, · and use. 
The occasion is whenever one is to proclaim the Gospel. 
> ) 'f - I Salmond rightly points out that the t., .c vo, i, To" d'To,uc,. T"'•c;. 
...'4 0 U 
lated "when I 
mouth. 024 The 
I 
(y'1Wfl4i,.~ 
marks the time of action and should be trans-
open my mouth" and not "that I may open my 
purpose of 1r~fl'"' tr,,/ f •-«a, is ~to make known" 
) the Gospel. 7TOCf;>", ,/ f oM.ott is not used 
by the person for the person, but it is for service to the 
Gospel. The ~s J£t is not merely "as I ought" expressing 
25 duty, but it expresses manner, "in the fashion I ought." 
There is no doubt about the message, but there is concern 
231. Morris, "The Epistles of Paul to the Thessalonians," 
The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, edited by R • . V. G. 
Tasker (Grand Rapids: Eerd~a~s, 1957), p. 43. 
24s. D. F. Salmond, "The Epistle to the Ephesians," 
~GT, III, 390. 
25E. K. · Simpson and F. F~ Bruce, Commentary on the 
Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1957), p. 154. .· .· ... . 
: \ .'J 
,,• • . 
~~. • I • 
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that one proclaim it worthi~y, ih a fitting manner; in other 
words, to proclai~ it ·freely, clearly, and fearlessly. 26 
The tenth passage is: ~r r~f "-"-A;;S j,.,.',l.o,il'fl.t1T11s. 
fl l'I I c. - •' - ' I I"°" r:, ~oi, £.fl U To IS Jl• 11 ov · 7T £/' I Tr 01. '""' Toi.I >lrJ. ( 7ro,U 11tl 
/ ) ' ... , . V - T -
-rr"ft.-.41tAII 1.1/ 11'14rt, . ,~ '" /'f14'T'f ,, ,ou (1 Tim. 3:13). 
I 
'7T"'-l'I' 11 6' 1~ her~ means a "fearless bearing" which the 
deacon possesses who has the qualifications which Paul 
· 27 . · I 
· spelled out. · 7r ol.f(J h 6' I ol.. is here connected with the 
godly life. The God-fearing man who is living the good 
life is the possessor of a "fearless bearin~." The good 
deacon profes.ses his faith fearlessly and publicly to his 
fellowmen with his conduct as his recommendation. 28 
>I. -;-The eleventh passage is: 'E j o ~ T£ s o u Ji' 10 i-
au'-r n 'I ~A7ftdrJ. 7ToAJf, 77~1'""'1 Xf~t.lJt1. . (2 Cor. 3:12). 
. / 
7To<;a~ ;, 6" '°': is the "fearless apostolic bearing" which 
belongs to the Gospel proclamation. The Gospel is presented 
/ because the Gospel ·is not with 7f" t,l.. /'~ n d" I ol. a message 
of condemnation and death, but of grace, mercy, and life to 
. 26F. F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Ephesians .(L~ndon: 
Fleming H. Revell Company, 1961), p. 134. 
. ,, 
272 Tim. 3: 8-12. ·-· ..... . . 
28unnik, XLIV, 478-479~· 
. .'· 
.. . 
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every sinner who repents and believes. 29 The proclaimers 
of the Gospel are men who were formerly enslaved and con-
demned by sin. These men have been freed by God's action 
in Christ. Such men present God's freedom message to 
enslaved men with a complete freedom. from fear and confidence 
in God. 
The twelveth passage· is: 7To).J,/ -""' ,r~I'" ,,~ 7rf4Js 
. c. - ' I C I ~ -
U..chLS 1 7roA ~" ""'4ol. ll.rJ.11Xn ,,~ vrrc./' VA""~· 
I . I C / 
71 ~.,, A hf IAJ-'A o1., T? 17'.CI° oc Ji A 11 d" £, , II 1TL,/J 7f £ /' 1 '"' 1. u ""'., 
...., "" :,· ' I - . /) I / <: - ( Tf' X~~ L-rrt 7Tt1.tr'/ 7"~ c;,;1 < l/t1 lf.,(,(41.!Y · 2 Cor. 7:14). 
I 
7T"ffJ"6 IJ.. is that "fearless apostolic bearing" which is 
·open, frank, and unreserved. This is that fearlessness be-
tween friends which needs not and does not hide affections. 
It praises when praise is due. Here Paul is happy with 
the Corinthian Church which has been obedient to his instruc-
tions and he has reports of thei~ affection toward him; 
therefore, he openly and 'fearlessly expre·sses his feelings 
I 
toward them. 30 He is proud of them and is not afraid to say so. 
29P. Hughes, Paul's Second Letter to the Corinthians 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans, n.d.), . pp. 109-110. Hughes also 
argues for the authenticity and against any dislocation of 
this text which has been questioned because of the large 
number of hapax legomena and the spirit of ·exclusivism. 
Cf. p. 243. 
JOA. Plummer, "A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on 
the · second Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians," Inter-
national Critical Commentary (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1901} p~ 97. 
, 
' ' ' I ' .
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The next passage is: 11,tf, 7("oAJ~.,. ~" xf''"T~ .,,."!'I'll d'I~~ 
~I :> I 1 ::, -lJw~ £tr/Tt/.11''1'~/II ttol ,o IA v 111<. o V' (Philemon 8}. 
I 7Tay>;"l1 d"~-'- is the "fearless apostolic bearing" between 
fellow Christians which urges to duty • . Here it is signifi-
cant that the authority which belongs to the office is 
mentioned. 3l The office possesses the necessary auth.ori ty 
which allows the man to operate in that office with "fearless 
bearing." The "in Christ" conditions and limits the author-
ity of the office. The fearlessness comes from Christ having 
· commissioned .his slave and made the office-holder his 
prisoner.3 2 "To fear God rather than man" ·is the motto of 
that office~ Thus with full apostolic authority which 
bege_ts a "fearless bearing," Paul could tell and command 
Philemon his duty. 
The next passage is: 1f"tf It ',,d d"i/~ t. tot' T£. 3 iT•"JJ.o, 
> C -~ I Tr1H1 • • II M It' ;i .... .c..-.r11.o1., of/ 
\ I I To~ Aoro., Toil O,;,:, ~ (Acts 13:46). · 7'TfWT_., AtA.Ari a-;v-., 
7T-rr1111/f 0""4 • (. is the "fearless apostolic bearing" 
which produces a public and emphatic announcement to the 
opponents of the Gospel. The Jewish opponents saw the great 
.> I 
Jlosterley points out that the word £ .,,-, col d"d"W 
is used of commanding which attaches to a definite office 
and relates to ~ermanent obligations under that office. 
W. E. Osterley, "The Epistle to Philemon," ~ 1 IV, 213. 
32Philemon 9. . .. , 
.. 
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crowd oomin_g to the synagogue a s _econd time to hear .Paul, a 
' 
message and began speaking against Paul and his message. 
" Paul and Barnabas did not mince their words but emphatically 
told these opponents that it ·was necessary thr'!.t they should 
be the first to hear the Goepel in that area a~d ~ow since 
they had rejected the ~essage, it would be preached to others. 
. \ \ :, /' I - \ 
The riext passage is:· J<.«ctA.. T11tt o,.,roJl.,1.ffl.tlo/<1,.11 1l. .. , 
) If' I ) )/ I :> I . · . .)\IJ 
CATrld14. .MOIi ~,< ct . OtJ(/£11(. d..tl"XrJv!?tiro.Mttl.t J .«.AA 
) / / . <. . / ' . I ( v" 7TrA o >;I 7T'~ /' 'I tr1 'f 11,,1 S 7T'tl. I/ , o TC ,; II,."' I. VI.I V 
I /l I II I .:J . / / 
.M,: y,1.;1 f/CI 11 ({~ TIA(. /of' ti' Tos ell ''r trw""« r, .,L(ol.lJ 
£rTC- /.~ (wr.(i 1:1 1,£. /,~ Potv1?.v(Phil. 1:20). 
I 1f'~f/'~01~ is the "fearless apostolic bearing" which 
produces a Gospel proclamation. Here Paul's "intense watch-
i~" ( J.,,. ()K.rJ.ftJ. dolll~'II ) 33 is a precaution lest he become 
unworthy ot his Mal!ter in failing to witness to Christ. He 
desires that Christ be magnified in every possible way in 
which the "tearless bearing" can manifest itselt.34 
33M. R. Vincent, "The Epistles to Philippians and to 
Philemon," The New International Commentar on the New Testa-
~' edited by • B. Stonehouse Gran ap ds: Eerdmans, 5), 
p. 25. 
34unnik comments on the sudden change in the subject 
or this sentence where Christ becomes the subject and Paul 
the instrument in which the greatness of fhrist shines out. 
Unnik sees here the real power or 1rey.,t4 "'6'"' in the tact that 
not only is the Gospel simply proclaimed, but that the iord 
of the Gospel is revealed. Unnik, XLIV, 478-479. 
• L 
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I It' C Cl :, f The sixteenth passage is: Xp,tT
1
o~ () w $ u,o, I.Tri 
T~., ;f 11.o~ ct.~ ,o ~ . · o J ol ~ o, £ tt,,u £. II ,,C,," 6.iS,, 
.>\ ' ~ \ \ I -E. ,J. ,J T11 'I 7T'd..f(H' 4' I I( II l(J. l TO N. d. ll X M ,.U d. 7: fl ' 
::> J \ I I . I /J /J. I ., / 
£) lf' "0 s '-"" £ Xf' T, ~ OU s JJt.r()l.'""_J --~,d 'X """"" ti' (Heb. 3: 6) • 
I T "'ff 11 ~ -'-'- · is here that "fearless bearing" which is .found 
in the ·confession of Christians to Christ. Delitzsch terms 
it "der innere Zustand ungetr~bt~r v&lliger Zuversicht, das 
frohliche Aufthun des Mundes.n35 It is the · confidence of 
a believing man's attitude toward a God whom he knows to 
I be trustworthy. The basis for this 1ro<ff I\ 4' /oL is member-
ship in the household of God.36 
The final passage in this section 
.. 
is: 
\ 
M" 
I ';' I 
~cl.~ t'\T£. OCJV TIit' 
)I I \ L)CE:< .,.c.4,r.c/\hV 
/ C cl 
.,,."'tf"' ''" f/ (I ..(.( '4J..,) 11, 's 
Mid o- ?To do d'l~II (Heb. 10:35). 
~ 
7r oJ.f'I' n o I qi._ is the "fearless bearing" possessed by true 
35 H '' F. Delitzsch, Commentar zum Briefe an die ebraer 
(Leipzig: Dorf.fling and Franke, 1857), p. 114. 
36H •. Montefiore, "A Conimentary on the Epistle to the 
Hebrews," Har er's New Testament Commentaries, edited by 
Henry Chadwick New ork and Evanston: Harper & Row, 1964} 
p. ·74. Monte_fiore explains that Paul's anatomical imagery1 
of the body- or his nuptial analogy of -the Bride are not 
used in this Epist·le to describe the relationship between 
Christ and the Church. The writer does not conceive of 
Christians as "in Christ." He thinks rather of Christ as 
the founde_r and head of the Christian family, an extended 
· family of the• first century with its large variety of age 
and its ramifications of relationship is the analogy used' 
for the Church of God. Membership in this church begets 
the "fearless bearing" necessary for confession • 
. 
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Christians making confession of their faith. There is a 
restless readiness in the ·true believer to proclaim before 
all people the ground .upon which he rests. The "fearless 
bearing" finds expression in confession of faith which is 
emphati~, devoid of fear, ambiguity, and reserve. The 
author of Hebrews is making the point that if the "fearless 
b~aring" is absent from the Christian's life, the question 
'is then ·raised as to whether that life has the Christian 
· / 
faith. Here the 1TrJ.ff I'\ IF 1 °!"- is definitely connected 
with the Gospel proclamation and in the form of personal 
confession. 
• ' . 
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CHAPTER IV 
1T AP P·H£ I A TOWARD GOD 
The Approach to God 
Seven times the New Testament ·states that the believer 
. I 
has 1Tr,,nt11J.. in his relationship with God. The first 
. )/,:\/ 7 :, J \ fl I I , passage is: ~"ovTtS 011'11 1 .,. t.A o, J 7T°'J°/J"'"''•II £IS 
l :>I f 
TnVc/Go()a-1 
I 7rrAI°/' n 4 1,1. 
- c I , · .... cl > _ 
TIAJt' --r'""" L.11 ~'f ~I.M,ITI I11troll (Heb. 10:19). 
is the free, fearless bearing with which the 
believer approaches God. 
I 
In th:i,.s passage the freedom of 7r~~'16/.t is high-
lighted with the contrast made between the New Testament 
Christian and the Old Testament Israelite.1 The Israelite 
approached God through a priest; the. Christian approaches 
God directly. The priest approached. God at a specific time 
and under fixed conditions; the Christian .comes into the 
/ 
presence of God at any time. 
The basis for ·the Christian's possession of a fearless 
bearing before God is the ·fact that the Christian approaches 
God "in the blood of Jesus." The Old Testament allusion is 
obvious. The Old Testament priest. was allowed to .enter the 
Holy of' Holies because he was sprinkled "with the blood of 
1For another such contrast between the Christian and 
the Israelite· cf. Heb. 12:le-24 • 
. ': ' ,· 
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bulls and ~oats" (Heb. 9:25). 2 The Christian approaches God 
sprinkled with the blood of -Jesus • . This intrepidity before 
God is the quality of those redeemed by Christ. The way by 
which . Christ, the High Priest, has entered into the presence 
.of God is the ·way which remains open for His people to follow 
(Heb. 10:20). His blood has procured the entrance to God 
and is the reason for the believer's confidence.3 
The next passage concerning the approach to God is: 
I "';' I / -. / 
7rfo tr£ fXW.M'- li"- ou V -"' £. _Tfl. .,,..,./'/J n d"lo/. s . c~ P~ov't' 
-. I t;I //). :,I \ / Tns XoAfLTos J /VIA ;_d\,..,UJ.-u£t' tA£os . l<olL xo1..p,~ 
C.I > :d /) /J, 
£Uf~M,t1 ~,s e.u1<o1.tf'Dtl /"JohtT&1 .. v(Heb. 4:16). 
7ToC/f n 4 I~ is the con:fidence4 with which the Christian 
approaches God with a complete 1a·ck of any self-centered 
piety. 
is not audacity. It ·1acks the pre-
sumptuoupness found in se1f-styled religion. It lacks the 
haughtiness and self-esteem· found in the religionist who 
2 . Ex. 24:8. 
. . ,• 
3Montefiore says that the baptism cleansed the conscience 
and from this the Christian has a fearless bearing. The 
writer of this study does not agree. H. Montefiore "A 
Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews," Harper's'New 
Testament Commentaries,edited by H. Chadwick (New York and 
Evanston: Harper & Row, 1964), p. 174. 
~Confidence, fearlessness, intrepidit~ and other such 
words will be used to translate 7r«f I' n , 1 11. • 
. • ... .. 
. : . (, .. 
' , .... -H ...
feels justified in petitioning divine help which when supplied 
he interprets as payment. · On the contrary, the believer 
confidently approaches God certain that he will find the 
gifts of mercy and grace, that is: "forgiveness of sin 
repented of and confessed" and "power to triumph over 
temptation and supply of body, mind and soul. 116 Futhermore, 
the believer is seeking these gifts at "the throne of grace." 
The Old Testament allusion is obvious. One is reminded of 
the earthly mercy-seat where· the propitiation was effected 
in token on the Day of· Atonement. The guilt of the Israelite 
.was carried away by the goat. The Israelite, now face to 
face with God, pleads for mercy as his representative priest · 
appears before the mercy-seat. 
I Is this 7Tcr/'" ,1.i. · an utterance or an inner feeling? 
Westcott considers it as "giving utterance to every thought 
and feeling and wish."? The writer of this paper, however, 
agrees with Moffatt8 who considers this the inner feeling of 
57TfJo~l.f'XOAtJ-l is used in the Septuagint for a 
priestly approach to · God. Lev. 21:17,21; 22:J. 
6G. Archer, The ETistle to the Hebrews (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1957, P• 34. 
7B. Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Cambridge: 
MacMillian and Company, 1892), p. 109 .• 
I 
.
8J. Moffatt, "Epistle to the Hebrews, n International 
Critical Commentary (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1924), p. 60. 
• .~ ';" I 
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fearless confidence which is more comprehensive and more in 
~eeping with the O~d Testament imagery of the high priest 
before the mercy-seat who acts and speaks. 
The nature of Jesus is the basis for the believer's 
confidence. The believer appro~ches Christ who understands 
him and his temptation because he is the Christ who 
experienced the same. This . is the transcendent yet sympa-
thetic Jesus. 9 The presence of Jesus at the heavenly 
mercy-seat indicates that the work of propitiation has 
been completed, whereas the mercy-seat of the tabernacle 
was the appointed place where propitiation was performed in 
token. 10 The believer is confident in approaching the 
throne because the One who now sits on the throne is the 
same One who sacrificed Himself that the believer could 
come to Him. Belief supports the confidence, belief in 
the constancy of God's Word. Since God is always the same, 
and since He has promised ' mercy and grace~ and since He 
cannot go back on His Word, the Christian can demand that 
God give according to His p~omises and can approach God 
boldly and confidently. ' ·· .: ·· 
9Heb. 14:14,15. 
. 
I • 
· .. - . 
lOF. Bruce, "The Epistle to the Hebrews," New Inter-
national Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, n.d.}, 
pp. 86-87. 
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The third passage is: 
I -' 
rr-1' " ti' "' Y w r "' ., £ t/ 
/ ::, -
. -n:1 tf T £ II.JS oJ 11,ov (Eph. 3:12). 
, as we have seen, is free, fearless bearing, or 
as Salmond phrases it in his notes on this passage, "freedom 
ot spirit, cheerful boldness, and joyful mood or the recon-
ciled to God.nll It is in Christ that the believer may 
12 · · · 
approach God tearlessly • 
.) " The L .,- w , namely Christ, begins the clause and 
C 
thereby receives the emphasis. Paul is saying that in 
Christ we have boldness, in Christ we have access. Christ 
enables the beltever to approach ~earlessly. Christ had 
foretold that the believer would approach the Father with 
request8.13 Here is the fulfillment ot that promise: 
lls. D. F. Salmond, "The Epistle . to the Ephesians," 
Expositor's Greek Testament, edited by w. Robertson Nicoll 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, n. d.), III, 310. :.Hereafter Exposi-
tor's Greek Testament referred to as !Q!. 
12Foulkes points out that 71"~6'"'twr/ could mean either 
"introduction" or "access." "Access is the better trans-
lation for it is in keeping with the sense or the clause which 
speaks of an approach to God." F. Foulkes, The Epistle 
or Paul to the Ephesians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1963), p.99 • 
. Also, Richardson connects the term with the expression or 
"the Way" in John and Acts and the priestly office of Jesus. 
A. Richardson, An Introduotion to the Theola~ of the New 
Testament (New York: Harper and Brothers, l9 ), pp. 200-201. 
l3John 16:23 
. . .. , . ', 
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I 
the reconciled believer confidently14 approaches God with 
a fear~ess bearing. 
I 
The 71"-"/f'. n 6' '"'- comes to the believer through his 
faith. Faith clings to the work and word of Christ. George 
Stoeckhardt remarks that the Christian relationship to the 
Father was ·objectively brought about by Jesus and subjectively· 
made the b.eliever's by .fa~t~:15 
I . 
-,r do.ff >'\ ' I ,J... Before God in Prayer 
First John uses 7Tdf'(J A 6 I~ four times, twice in 
connection with prayer and twice in connection with the 
7Td..f o u 6 ,'d- and · only in the man-to-God relat;i.onship. The 
I 
first passage dealing with 7Td.~ I' 11 r I oL in connection 
-:,I 
with prayer reads: 
' I' 
£,MTrf _Dd 6£11 
TII~ K~f /ti,.~ C - cl 11 .J,( IA.I II D 7: l 
/ C -y_1r1A.J 4l<J/ n~w.,, 
:a I < I 
£ 6"TII' o · 0£os 
,,,,,. l Y' V,.: d" /(£( 
i ~ V' 1,' · /t.o(f /., ~ -
I' . :,I 7T'l~n d" / « ~ ,::. X """£II' 
14The ~v' 1T£7TPttJ,/,~; .· is the state of mind in which 
the believer enjoys the blessing. · Salmond, p. 310. 
150. Stoeckhardt, Commentary on St. Paul's Letter to 
the Ephesians, translated by ~furtin Sommer (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing Hou~e, 1952), pp. 165-166 • 
. . -- · .. 
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\ C )\ ") A' .:> Jl. o.. L o £ ~ V 9'. L T w ""- £ II ). rJ.. M f'"d>. ¥ o ,14 t ~ . II(. 7T ) 
:> - ~I I :, . \ :> -
~U,OIJ , OT, 7~ ~· £V TbA«s (J(I) -r-o" 
\ ' :, \ 
· ' H ~ 0 ti ...M ~ I/ . l<~ (.. lo< "'!' £ d" Toi.. 
::> / . ~ - -
€ V W 7T I " V ,< u T iJ I.I '1/' 0 I iJ 11"" £. I/ ( 1 John . 3 : 19 b-2 2 } • 
~ il'ot.l'I' 11 11 rJ... is "the confidence of open childlike speech" 
with the father. 16 · 
The crux of real importance in determining the ground 
I . . 
for 7Tr('Jt ,~.i is whether ·"God is greater than our 
heart" is Law (Calvin's view} or Gospel (Luther's view). 
Calvin says that John calls God greater than our heart "with 
reference to judgment inasmu·ch as He sees far more keenly than 
we do and investigates more searchingly and judges more severely. 1rl 7 
Again Calvin says, "Since God's knowledge penetrates deeper 
than the perceptions of. our conscience, none . can stand before Him 
unless the integrity of his conscience sustains him.n18 
· 
16R. Law, The Tests of Life (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 
1914), p. 280. Law also presents the tran~lation problems 
on pp. 391-394. 
17J. Calvin, "The Gospel According to St. John 11-21 
and The First Epistle of Johnr" Calvin's Commentaries 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 19611, V, 278. 
18Ibid., V, . 279. Modern interpreters holding Calvin's 
vie\-1 are: Lie Wohlenberg, "Glossen zum ersten ·Johannesbrief 
III," Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift, XIII (1902), 632-645; 
George Findlay~ Fellowship in Life Eternal (Grand Rapids, 
Eerdman~, 1955/, · pp. 289-307~ · · 
I ' .. • • 
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Luther interprets "God is greater than our hearts" as 
Gospel. He says: 
Even if our conscience makes us fainthearted · and 
presents God as angry, still "God is greater than 
our heart." Cons~ience is one drop; the reconciled 
God is a sea of comfort. One's conscience is always 
fearful and closes its eyes, but God is deeper and 
higher than your heart apd examines it more intimately. 
He gives us a light, so that1we see that our iniquity has been taken away from· us. ~ · 
Luther again says, "The. heart knows nothing that is 
right. .God knows everything and teaches me better things 
in the Word of the Gospel. n2.0 
The au~hor of this study adopts Luther's interpretation 
for three reasons: (a} The understanding of the totality 
, 
of John's Gospel; (b} An investigation of John 21:17; (c} 
The understanding of the totality of First John. 
Friedrich Buchsel's examination21 of the Gospel of 
St. John reveals John's. emphasis . is on grace ~ather than 
justice. He points out t~at John subordinates the justice 
,, 
o.f' God. to the grace of God. The essence of God is love, ·. 
19M. Luther, "T}:le Catholic Epistles," Luther's Works 
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1967), XXX, 280. 
20Ibid.,XXX, 281. 
21n. Friedrich B~chsel, "Die Johannesbriefe," Theolo-
gischer Handkommentar zum Neuen Testament mit Text und 
~araphrase, bearbeitet von P. Althaus et al •. (Leipzig: 
Deichertsche Verlagsbuchhandlung D •. Werner Scholl, 1933}, 
XIII, 59. 
.. 
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not judging holiness (John ~:8,10}. Also, the glory of the 
Son of God is grace and truth (John 1:14,l?}. The Son ot 
God came to save and no-t to _judge (John 3:1?). Despite 
the fact that no unbeliever can avoid the judgment of God, 
Jesus does not judge him '(John 12:4?}; Jesus does not judge 
anyone (John 8:15}. · Therefore, in the light of the totality 
of John's Gospel, that which is greater than our heart is 
the grace ot God. This means that God is gracious even in 
those moments when one does not have the courage to hope 
for grace • 
.. Buchsel finds further support for Luther's interpreta-
tion with an investigation of John 21:?, a passage which 
Luther did not use for support. He says that the statement 
that Jesus knows all things points clearly to His grace. 
His grace does n~t forget love,. e!en where the human guilt 
is manifest~ and man does not ha~e the courage to affirm his 
love to Jesus. The only way out for Pe~er was to trust the 
omniscience ·of his Lord which does not overlook or forget 
that the man weighed down by the guilt of a triple denial 
still loves Him. The omniscience of Jesus becrune the basis 
or his faith because he .knows it to be the omniscience of 
love. 
' I 
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Finally the totality of First John supports Luther's 
interpretation. Schnackenburg22 says that the "God is 
greater" is the good news about the God of grace and love •. 
First John speaks about the strengthening of the conscious-
ness of being redeemed (2:25; 3:14; 5:13,19,20), the over-
coming of fear and lack of confidence (2:12-24; 4:18), the 
certainty of the victory over the destroying power of evil 
(2:J; 4:4; 5:4). 
The author of this paper summarizes this section and 
rests his case on the words of Robert Law: 
When it is said that "God is greater than our heart," 
what is meant is simply that ~He knoweth," that is, 
takes cognizance of "all things." Our own heart does 
not take cognizance of all things. On the supposi-
tion made, its role is solely that of accuser. It 
is regarded as occupying itself exclusively with 
' those facts that cast suspicion upon the reality of 
our Christian life, while it needs to be reminded 
of those that tell in our favour. But God takes 
note of all of the inconsistencies that conscience 
urges against us, and of the deeds whose witness we 
can cite in reply to its accusations. And for this 
very reason that He knows all, we can persuade and 
pacify our hearts before Him. To the hypocrite, who 
only seeks a cloak for h~s sin, the thought of the 
All-seeing is full of dread; but to him who, through 
conscious of much that may well be thought to falsify 
his Christ~an profe~sion, is also conscious that it 
is in facts of a different kind that his deepest 
life has found true expression, it is full of comfort. 
The appeal to Omniscience is his final r .esort; his 
22R. Schnackenb~rg, "Die Johannesb~iefe 11 Herders 
Theologischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament (Freiburg: 
Herder and Company, 1953), XIII, 181. 
.3.6 
hiding-place in Light itself Ps. 139:23,24). Thus 
it was with Simon when not only his own heart accused 
him, but his Master so persistently voiced its accusa-
tions~ "Lord, Thou knowest all things; Thou knowest 
that i love Thee (John 21:17).23 · 
is theref'ore the fearless trust and open child-
like speech with the Father in prayer grounded on the 
omniscience of God and His grace. 
\ t: I :) I I: 
. The second passage i ·s: I{ oL ( cl." , n ~ d' "TIii' 11 
I et ~, I :, I c/ .> / 7r"d,.ft YJ 4 IJ. · ~ " £.XI .M £. II 7rt'o s tl.lJ"roll, o T( £ tA.,, 
:, I 
' 
. \ BfJ :> Tt ,:J,.ITW .4il£ t}..._ K. .J. T-. To ,., .M ol c;C u-
:> I C / Toil o1.1{01.J£( JIM W .,, (John 5: 14). 7T oY't' l'f d' I .I. is the 
confidence with which a believer prays to the God who hears 
and answers prayer. 11God is always listening,n says Barclay, 
"we never need to force our way into the presence of God, 
or compel God to pay attention to us."24 
What is the basis for this confidence? There are two 
I 
reasons why 7T(Jl.ff fl II' lo/. should appear here. First, the 
very context25 is one in 'which the· quality of confidence 
I 
is expected. The context states the certainties of the 
believer's life, eternity i~ ~ecured, victory is certain, 
Christ is near, Christians are separated from the world. 
231aw, pp. 283-284. 
24w. Barclay, The Letters of John and Jude (Philadel-
phia: Westminister Press, 1958), p. 136. 
251 John 5:13-20. 
. .. 
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The filial relationship with 90d is the one sure, certain, 
joyful ·dimension of the believer's life. The believer is 
fearless ~nd tree when· .in prayer, especially when assured 
of his salvation and in the presence of the God who saved 
him. 
The second basis for the believer's fearless confidence 
is the assurance that God listens to and answers prayer.26 
The prayer and its requests are made "according to the Will 
of God." There is no prayer or confidence when outside of 
the will or God. 27 The will of God is for the good of God's 
~eople. Only in that will of God will be found a joyful, 
holy, and certain people who are fearless in the fullest 
28 
sense or the word. Stott rema~ks, 
26"God . listens to us" is the theme or John. Cf. 
John 9:31; 10:41-42~, Note also the present tense of the 
verb in the phrase i')o.A£1' ,;. .c~ T "~" r-. ( John 5: 15) which 
makes the answer to prayer most emphatic and certain. Here 
is the commentary to Mark 11:24, "Whatever you prAy for 
and ask, believe you have got it, and you shall have it." 
Dodd says, "Here is the paradox that conta ins the secret 
of prayer; that in proportion as it becomes real prayer it 
carries its answer within it." c. II. Dodd, "The Johannine 
Epistles , " The 1~ offatt New Testn.nent Cornmentar (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1946 , · p. 135. 
27Limitation to prayer is expect ed in John. Cf. 
John 15:7, where one is to remain in Chr~st; John 14:14, 
where prayer must be in tne name of Christ. Also consider 
the Lord's Prayer with its regulat.iv.e clauses "Thy Kingdom 
come ; Thy Will be done." Dodd,· p. 134. ·· 
28cr. John 1:4; 2:1; 5:13. 
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Prayer is not a convenient device for imposing our 
will upon God, or bending His will to ours, but the 
prescribed way of subordinating our will to His. 
It is by prayer that we seek. God 1 s will, embrace it 
and align ourselves with it.29 . · 
The believer, God 1 s child, the man aligned with Godts 
will approaches God fearlessly and confidently in prayer. 
It is the breath of his spiritual life. He is talking with 
his loving Father who has made all this his life possible. 
A fearless trust is a 11must 11 in his behavior. He acts 
because of what he is. He has confidence because he is a 
son of God. 
/ 
at the 7r t/..f o u tS I tJI.. 
There are two passages in the New Testament which state 
I 
that the believer will have· 7T"f~l1 d' / (JI. before God at the 
I 7T"'f() 1,1 ,, ,_ • Both passages are found in First John.JO 
I / / 
The first passage is: 1',1..1. y1111, Tc I(. t tfll,.. , A£ II'~ TC. 
~ , - cl ,:, I Af - -
L I/ ol IJ "T 'f' J I ~ .,_ . t! - I/ pot ~ ~ "' !) ~ tS X"' .M £. I/ 
/ I :, · - ... .> 
7rd-ff' )1 d 1rJ..t1 Kcl.l "'~ ,1.1 d"Xvv~ 11.J.,I.C~II' «"ff' 
!) - :, °"" I ,:, ~ v T tJ IJ £ ti T ~ 'Tf ~ f tJ v d , C:, " " T o II ( 1 John 2 : 2 8 ) • 
29J. Stott, The Epistles of J~hn (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1964), p. 185. 
30 .,,-,,.~~"''~ in the Gospel of John is always in rela-; 
·tion to men. and a temporal possession. In 1 John ffo/1'/J"4'1.,_ 
is always toward God in a present or future time with.an 
eschatological overtone. W. C. Van Unnik, 11The Christian 1 s 
Freedom of Speech in the New Testament," Bulletin John 
Reynolds Library, XLIV (1961-6.2}, 486. 
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I Trdf(·H, 4IJ.. is '~Freimut" which comes from a good 
conscience.31 It is that inward ~ttitude that a man can 
live in security toward God. · It is that trust which prompts 
the believer to speak openly and freely· to God on Judgment 
Day. John Wesley summarized the concept in his hymn: "Bold· 
I 
shall I stand in Thy great day, for who aught to my charge 
shall lay? Fully absolved through Thee I am, from sin and 
fear, from guilt and ·shame.n32 
The opposite. of 1T"olf;> 11 ,f' ,~ is shrinking from God in 
shame as did the wedding guest without the proper wedding 
garment in Jesus' parable. 33 The believer made righteous 
by Jesus has a joyful confidence before Jesus the Judge as 
promised by Jesus.34 The believer has a fearless bearing 
with all shame and guil~ absent from his conscience;35 he 
is aware that he will not be· shamed by the Judge on the 
Day of Judgment.36 
3lschnackenburg, XIII, 145. 
32M. Vincent, Word StU:dies in the New Testament · (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1905), II, 341. 
33Matt. 22:12. Cf~ Prov. 13:5: "A wicked man is 
ashamed and shall not have boldness." 
34Mark $:JS. Cf. Prov • . 13:5 and 2 Tim. 2:15. 
35 · . .. . Vincent, II, 342. , . 
36 · . · 
Schnackenburg, XIII, ·. 1~5 • 
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The basis for this confidence is the fact that the 
believer "abides in Christ." The writer of this study 
understands this phrase as a comprehensive term for the 
intimate association of the Divine in and with the believer. 
The Word, Truth, God, and Christ abide in the . believer;37 
the believer has an intimate association with the Word, 
Truth, God and Christ~3g Abiding in this relationship, 
the believer has a fearless confidence toward God. 
The second chapter of 1 John is connected by the 
I phrase "abide in Him." "ffd.ff t'\ 6'1 rJ.. before the Judge is a 
result of "abiding in Him." "Abiding in Him," the believer 
I has the Tr"-f#,, JI.). I\ To s who pleads in his behalf before God 
C ~ ( verse 1). The believer abides under the l ~ o1. ~ ..«o' 
(verse 2), the covering for the world's sin. "Abiding in 
Him," the believer keeps the commandments (verse 3), and 
' 
reflects God's love toward men which is the great a .chieve-
ment of God's love toward him (verse 5). "Abiding · in Him" 
spells forgiveness of sin (verse 12), victory over the 
devil (verse 13), and an intimate knowledge of and love 
for God (verses 14-15). "Abiding in Him," gives an annointing 
371 John 1:10; l:~; 3:24 •. 
38John S:31,44; 1 John 2:5b. 
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41 
of the Holy Spirit's enlightening grace (verse 20).39 Thus, 
the abiding in Christ is the basis for the believer's 
I · I irtAff"'6'';.. at the TrtJ..('OtJ d'ld- • 
The second passage is: )Et/ ,o,;,w Tt:."T"L>.e/-
' C ~ · / /)J t: - C/ 
61 ot'(d.1f~ . A4~ l'JAWII' I llld-
/ -:,I :, c. / 
n d" /o/. V G,,( w"'" e I/ £V T"} . "1 .M £/'~ 
1.J / t::I · I :, -. I ::, 
1<~1 4"£W.S J · o-r:t 1to1.Bw~ £1'£1vos. £tST1II 
<: - ::» :, '""'\ ,J , / 
>1 M £ I S ~ 6 ,µ. £. II t. t To/ "" O IS JJ 'f' To "''o/ ( 1 John 4: 1 7 ) • 
We would translate thus: 11In this love has reached its 
goal in our case, that we. have boldness with respect to 
the day of judgment, because as he is also we are in this 
world. n40 TT""ff l*t.6'1'-1. is the intr'epidity and certitude the 
Christian possesses when st~n~~ng before God· at the Judgment. 
The basis for this fearlessness is the union of God 
41 
with the ChristianJ because he loves; he loves as Christ 
39Barclay explains the significance of the unction by 
the Holy Spirit pointing out the grace of being chosen by 
God in Christ and connects this with Christian baptism. 
W. Barclay, The Gospel of Mark (Philadelphia: Westminister 
lTess, 1956), p. 82. · 
40see Appe.ndix for faul Althaus' study of Luther's 
view of Christian certitude especially in connection with 
his comments on 1 John 4:17. 
41The author interprets the phrase "as he is" to mean 
that, as Jesus is the Loving One, so Christians are the 
loving ones. This is in keeping with the context which is 
about the activity of love which drives out fear and prompts 
love. See Barclay, pp. 115-116 for a complete development 
of this concept in this context. Dodd, p. 119 and Richardson, 
p. 342 support the author. Likewise, the author disagrees 
with Stott, p. 169 who would have "as he is" merely mean 
.. , 
42 
loves.42 Whether or not the love is genuine and God-like 
will have its day of proof, the Day. of Judgment. The final 
ripe fruit of the life · of genuine Christian loving is 
fearlessness when the Judge co.mes to judge faith by its 
fruits. 43 
The pattern for perfect loving is God's love as 
manifested in Christ. A li~e lived in conformity with this 
pattern of Christ's loving will have as a result a fearless 
confidence before the Judge. 'This .author agrees with Dodd 
that living as Christ lived means that the believers main-
tain their place in God's family. The objects of God's 
that Christians are the objects of God's favor. This seems 
to cheapen grace and almost sounds synergistic. Likewise, 
Weidner's interpretation that Christians are kindred souls 
with Christ and therefore need not fear Christ the Judge 
is rejected. F. Weidner, "Annotations on the General 
Epistles," The Lutheran Commentary, edited by H. Jacobs 
(New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1900), II, 320. 
42The author agrees with Dodd who points to the problem 
in the writing of John to distinguish the object of love. 
John's concept of love is a triangle which points to God, 
self, and neighbor with a ~ource of God's love operating 
in the reconciled. It is a comprehensive term. Dodd, 
pp. 117-118. 
43 2 Cor. · 5: 10. 
/ 
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love return His love by keeping His commandments. The end 
result of such a life would quite naturally be fearless 
certitude before the Jud~e~44 
The statement of Alan Richardson summarizes this passage 
and with it the author concludes this section: 
In his baptism the Christian receives assurance that 
he will not be judged or condemned with the world 
and its demonic rulers; God's verdict of acquittal 
has already delivered him from that court of world-judgment. Those who have made their baptismal 
confession that "Jesus is the . Son of God" are in-
dwelt by God and consequently know that God, who 
is love, exercises his love in their case; thus, 
love is perfected with them, so that they may have 
boldness in the day of judgment.45 
44Dodd, pp. 119-120. Likewise, Westcott comments: 
"Thus the whole train of thought is brought to a natural 
conclusion. 'God is love: he that abideth in love abideth 
in God.' In this communion love finds consummation, in 
order that 'by conscious conformity with Christ' the last 
trial of life may be overcome, when 'the last fear is 
banished.'" Westcott~ p. 158. 
45Ri~hardson, p. 342~ 
/ 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
In this chapter the author will summarize his findings 
I 
under three main headings: general conclusions, -,r~ft~''"'-
1 
before men, arid 7Tdf/>1''"' before God. 
General Conclusions 
I 7Td.fl'n ~1.i. does not belong to the vocabulary of a 
single author. The word is found in Mark, John (both Gospel 
and the First Epistle), Acts; several Pauline Epistles, and 
Hebrews. It appears more frequently in the New Testament 
than in the Old Testament and is stamped with a Hellenistic 
rather than an Old Testament imprint. 
. I 
1T"ffi\ GI(). may be translated i,n three different ways. 
These are: "openly" or "publicly," "clearly" or "plainly," 
and "fearless bearing" or "confidence." 
. I 
1f "-ff nG 1~ Before Men 
I 
When 1rt:J.tl'~~1-. is used for an attitude before men, it 
may be translated in all three ways. There are seven passages 
in which the word is translated "openly" or "publicly. 11 
There are also seven passages where the word may be trans-
lated "clearly11 or "plainly.,,- . The selection of the proper 
translation is obvious in all. these passages and causes no 
problem. • · . 
.. •• .. 
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I 
There are seventeen passages where 7r"ff1ttf'l.l may be 
translated as "fearless bearing." The author chose the term 
I 
"bearing" because he found that the 1rf1ff"" 1,1. is · an inner 
feeling rather than an overt act or speech. One possesses 
this fearlessness whi.ch may be observed by others. This 
"fearless bearing" is. always c9nne~ted with the proclamation 
of the Gospel • . The author of this study inserted the word 
"apostolic" because the Gospel-proclaimer was usually of 
apostolic -rank. Therefore, the author suggests that the 
phrase "fearless apostolic bearing" may be used to translate 
I 
the word 1T<!ffn,,~ when it is used to describe an attitude 
which one possesses before men. 
I 
It is significant that 1'df't""'IL is not in the list of 
. I 
Christian virtues. 7Tcy'/h~I-"- is not something that one 
I 
possesses by nature. 7T~('('A41~ is a gift from God, the 
result of "being filled with the Holy Ghost." Thus the 
possessor can have no pride in possessing · this quality. 
I 
1TtJ.ffX41~ can produce a reaction from the observers 
and is manifested before friend and (more often) before 
I 
enemies. 7T~n61A is especially present when there appears 
an antagonistic or hostile segment among the hearers. The 
. . 
Apostle is and appears fearless, speaking frankly and 
publicly whe~ and where one might expect to find some mark 
or appearance (however small) of intimidation. There is 
... . 
. .. 
. . . 
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none. God's messenger is dauntless and valiant in speaking 
God's message. All of th~ above-mentioned aspects of 
/ 7T ~)1 r~.L are found in Acts -4. 
The Christian witnesi ~o the Gospel will be presented 
with a fearless bearing. This is God's ultimatum to con-
victed, condemned but redeemed and restored sinners. It is 
the very nature of the proclamation and its content which 
demands that it be presented with fearless forthrightness. 
This author has strong reservations when hearing well-
meaning preachers say, "Preach the Word of God with boldness." 
It seems to imply that the evangelist ~usters up his own 
courage. Such exhortation would seem to forget the nature 
of the proclama~ion. The proclamation of Law and Gospel, 
if, it is God's message, will have in itself forthrightness 
and will demand fearlessness in presentation. 
Before God ,,. 
The author found that this section of the paper was by 
far the more difficul·t. It was not expected, at first 
/ ' 
thought, to find 1Ttl..~11,1111. before God, particularly on 
Judgment Day. This section presented the greatest interest 
and challenge. Here is the very apex of the paper. 
There are seven passages in the New Testament which 
/ 
deal with a ~;111;/#, before God. It is · the possession 
' 
of every believer. On the one hand, it is the freedom to 
,, 
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come'before God directly, personally, and at any time. On 
the other hand, it is to be .unafraid of God, the Judge. 
The basis for the fearlessness is the redemptive activity 
of Jesus. The believer stands with intrepedity before God 
and especially before Jesus the Judge because Jesus freed 
him from guilt before God. God is the Father. God is the 
Savior. The believer can be fearless because God's promise 
is sure, and belief rests upon that promise. 
There is no self-centered haughtiness in this freedom 
and fearlessness. The fearlessness proceeds from the merci-
ful dealing and gracious activity of God. It is an unearned 
freedom. It is a fearlessness which rests upon Another's 
life, death, and obedience • . 
There are both Old Testament and Hellenistic reminis-
~ 
cences in 7T<l-('/ ll t/"I ~ • There are the Old Testament 
overtones connected with the priestly activity, mercy-seat, 
purification by blood. These reminiscences are found 
chiefly in the Epistle of Hebrews. However, the real color 
in the New Testament i .s not . derived from the Old Testament 
but from the Hellenistic concept of the Greek citizen's 
freedom to speak his mind publicly and fearlessly. 
Sonship is the basis for fearlessness. Being in God's 
family is the source of freedomand fearlessness. Baptism, · 
the new birth for the Christian, conveys to those reconciled 
' .. 
. . ~ 
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by Jesus fearlessness and confidence when standing before 
Jesus. Relying on God's love to them, they can expect love 
from God and so can be fearless before God. 
( 
Fearlessness is always connected to the will of God. 
It is not audacity. It is a fearlessness which exists be-
cause one is doing God's will. The believer is bold- when 
realizing that the right of access to God's throne is Christ, 
but humble when he realizes that this right is not in him-
self but in Christ. A boldness which defies authority, 
fearing neither God nor man, leads away from God. This is 
not a courage founded on "cheap grace," having a forgiveness 
so easy that there is an indi£ference to sin. This would be 
moral ignorance. 
This fearlessness in the approach to God is unlike the 
Old Testament man who approached God with fear and trembling. 
The New Testament approach t9 God is made in fearless free-
dom and confident trust. This is an aspe·ct which makes 
Christianity distinct not only from the Hebrew but all other 
··.· 
religions. 
The last place one might expect to find a fearless 
bearing is before Jesus the Judge on the Last Day. However, 
upon further consideration, this is exactly the place where 
fearlessness .joins faith and must ultimately be found if 
the believer is redeemed and reconciled to God in Christ as 
God promised. Once more to be reminded of this truth is 
the chief benefit the author derived from his research. 
APPENDIX 
What did Luther say gave the Christian confid_ence before 
the throne of God on Judgment Day? According to Paul Althaus, 1 
Luther gave two answers. 
Luther interpreted 1. John 4:17 different~y in the year 
1527 than in the year 1532. In the year 1527 Luther said that 
the Christian would have confidence before God on the Day 
of Judgment because the reality of God's love would be 
completely known by the Christian. The certainty of that 
love gives the Christian 'a certainty and a confidence on 
the Pay of Judgment. 
Faith, of course, is what saves the Christian. Faith 
is that which makes the believer perfectly 'righteous before 
God in Christ. Faith receives Christ's righteousness. Faith 
is what justifies the man. 
The Christian's loye for his neighbo~ . is a significant 
factor in the context of .Luther's teaching of Justification. 
Love is the mark of a genuine faith. Love is a fruit of 
faith. Our love proves our faith and our faith creates our 
love; but it is always and only our f.aith which saves us. 
Our .faith takes what God gives in Christ • . 
lPaul Althaus, The Theology of Martin Luther, translated 
by Robert Schultz (Philadelphia: _Fortress Press, 1966), 
pp. 446-458. This is Appendix 2 which gives Luther's inter-
pretation of 1 John 4:17a which Althaus ~ntitles, "Love arid 
the Certainty of Salvation." · 
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Thus for Luther in 1527·, Christian love merely verified 
that one had a genuine faith. 
When Luther addressed himself again to this ·text in the 
year 1532, Christian love plays a more significant role. 
Luther says that there is a two-fold fear on Judgment Day. 
There is a fear ·of judgment according to God's high standards 
and· a fear of accusation by our_ neighbor. Faith in Christ's 
work of salvation overcomes the fear of judgment by God's 
high standards. Good works and love remove the fear of 
accusation by the neighbor. 2 
Luther. is very emphatic that this love is not perfect 
when measured by God's standard; however, it is perfect in 
that it has fulfilled its. obligation toward the neighbor. 
As Luther says, "Thus throu~h firmly grasping right works 
love silences the accusation of the others and no longer 
·needs fear."3 This does not mean that Christian loving has 
adequacy before God or establishes a right relationship 
with God. 
Luther explains that there is a twofold oughtness in 
God's commandments. God expects more of the Christian than 
does the neighbor. There is all the difference in the world 
between answering to . God's demands and to the demands of 
one's neighbor • 
. 
2Ibid., p. 451. 
3Ibid., p. 452 •. 
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Therefore, in 1532 while Luther is emphatic and clear 
that love does not establish salvation, he does say that the 
works of love give courage to stand before the neighbor's 
accusations on the Day of Judgment. The confidence and glory 
of works are a minor sort when compared to that of faith. 
Luther speaks of the relation of faith to works, saying 
that faith gives the most important joyfulness in the relation-
ship to God; love makes us joyful in relationship to the 
Christian commµnity and to the world.4 Through faith there 
is glory in the fact that one · belongs to God; through works 
and love one glories in the fact that no one has anything 
against him. 
Althaus states that in a sermon at the end of Luther's 
life where this text is again treated, Luther stresses the 
fact that love is the hallmark of genuine faith which makes 
one confident before ·God and neighbor in the . Final Judgment. 
/ 
4rbid., p. 455. 
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